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Electrical energy can be stored in chemical bonds thanks to an appropriate electrolyzer. 
Typical reactions include hydrogen generation and, more recently, the production of 
hydrocarbons and oxygenates from CO2. Besides electricity storage in the chemical bonds 
of high-energy-content molecules, such advances allow the production of various chemical 
feedstocks to manufacture higher value compounds. Thus, electrofuels synthesis 
supplements the integration of renewable energy sources in the electrical production mix; 
these fuels are compatible with the current industrial infrastructure and supply chain while 
they can be stored easily.

The present thesis focuses at first on the development of new molecular catalysts for the 
selective CO2-to-CO conversion in water using only earth-abundant materials, namely 
iron-based porphyrin derivatives. Miscellaneous attempts to derive new catalysts with 
diverse substituents are reviewed. Once an active, water-soluble catalyst is identified, a 
performance, selectivity, and stability assessments are completed using electrochemical 
techniques such as cyclic voltammetry investigations and bulk electrolysis. Then, the 
immobilization of said catalyst onto the electrode surface is discussed until a robust 
integration in the catalytic film is secured.

Eventually, the thesis reviews diverse considerations in the design of the whole electrolysis 
cell that lead to the selection of a proton-exchange membrane device where the CO2-
reduction catalyst (cathode) is coupled to a heterogeneous water-oxidation catalyst 
(anode). In the assembly of the reported electrolyzer, a cobalt-based thin film is picked for 
the anode. Finally, economic perspectives provide a clear, rational basis for future 
optimization of the device in a genuine industrial environment.
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